DATE: September 14, 2018

SUBJECT: The 2018 USC Wrigley Institute Bakus Graduate Fellowship

Dear USC Community;

The USC Wrigley Institute for Environmental Studies (WIES) is pleased to announce the 2018 Gerald Bakus Graduate Fellowship in Marine and Environmental Biology, with funding in support of USC graduate students pursuing an advanced degree in Marine and Environmental Biology.

The selected graduate Fellow will receive $3,000 in funding to support his/her research goals and advance expertise within the USC and scientific communities. Preference is given to graduate projects that conduct research at the USC Wrigley Marine Science Center on Catalina Island.

This Fellowship is open to current full-time USC Marine and Environmental Biology (MEB) graduate students only. Selection will be based upon merit; financial need may also be considered. Applications are due October 5th, 2018. Awards will be made by late October.

APPLICATION PROCESS:

Interested MEB graduate students, please submit:

- Proposal including research summary, broader impacts, and how the above funds would benefit your work (2 pages max).
- Letter of support from faculty advisor; may be sent separately by deadline.
- Statement of any additional concurrent funding sources.

Deadline: 5:00pm on October 5th. Application submissions and questions should be directed to Dr. Jessica Dutton at jmdutton@usc.edu.

With Regards,

Dr. John Heidelberg
Associate Director
USC Wrigley Institute

Dr. Jessica Dutton
Special Projects Director
USC Wrigley Institute